Administrator’s Message & Career and College Ready Scholars:
I want to thank the Lovell Staff, Mrs. Lisa Castillo, and the fabulous
presenters for a very successful college and career day. The event
started with an inspirational keynote address from Mr. Robert De La
Torre, President of Horizon Marketing. He shared his life experiences from continuation school graduate, marine veteran, to President of
Marketing for Horizon Produce. I truly enjoyed his message on the
importance of commitment, always showing up to work or school,
and never giving up. The following YouTube inspirational video clip
was used to motivate our students:
https://youtu.be/GV1BKcgBr18.

Lovell and Community Day school students also received tremendous presentations on engineering, manufacturing and distribution,
automotive mechanics, armed forces, public safety careers, career
technical education pathways, and higher education. I truly enjoyed
how each presenter applied the importance of skills acquired in
school to their present profession. For example, the general manager
for VF distribution shared the importance of written communication
with employees and his bosses. Furthermore, the automotive presenter shared how math is used in the alignment of steering wheels. It
was an exceptional day for our students and staff. Once again, I want
to thank the professionals who took time out of their days to inspire
our students.

Data Chats:
I want to thank Ms. Trevino and the Lovell Staff for
their work on reports from first quarter benchmark
data. Students are diligently working on reaching
grade level proficiency and becoming career and college ready scholars. We will continue to use the after
school intervention time to assist students with grade
level mastery and credit recovery. We have over 30
students who need intense intervention to meet their
graduation requirements.

Instructional Rounds:
We had two teams of teachers and administrative staff
participate on instructional rounds. Students were engaged in a variety of tasks to address their grade level
standards. We will continue to work on close reading
strategies that engage students in academic discourse.

Extracurricular Activities:
The Lovell High soccer team is still undefeated after a
6-3 victory over Jamison High from Lemoore.

